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Features of particle multiplicities and strangeness production in central heavy ion collisions
between 1.7A and 158A GeVÕc
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A systematic study is performed of fully integrated particle multiplicities in central Au-Au and Pb-Pb
collisions at beam momenta of 1.7A GeV/c, 11.6A GeV/c ~Au-Au!, and 158A GeV/c ~Pb-Pb! by using a
statistical-thermal model. The close similarity of the colliding systems makes it possible to study heavy ion
collisions under definite initial conditions over a range of center-of-mass energies covering more than 1 order
of magnitude. In order to further study the behavior of strangeness production, an updated study of Si-Au
collisions at 14.6A GeV is also presented. The data analysis has been performed with two completely inde-
pendent numerical algorithms giving closely consistent results. We conclude that a thermal model description
of particle multiplicities, with additional strangeness suppression, is possible for each energy. The degree of
chemical equilibrium of strange particles and the relative production of strange quarks with respect tou andd

quarks are higher than ine1e2, pp, andpp̄ collisions at comparable and even at lower energies. The behavior
of strangeness production as a function of center-of-mass energy and colliding system is presented and dis-
cussed. The average energy per hadron in the comoving frame is close to 1 GeV per hadron despite the fact that
the energy increases more than tenfold.
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I. INTRODUCTION

After scouring results from relativistic heavy ion coll
sions at many different energies over several years@1# some
common traits are starting to emerge. Indeed, statisti
thermal models have proved to be able to reproduce rela
particle multiplicities in a satisfactory manner by using tw
or three relevant parameters: temperature, baryon chem
potential, and a possible strange-quark suppression pa
eter gs @2#. Such an analysis has been performed by m
authors for heavy ion collisions data from CERN SPS, fro
Brookhaven AGS and also from GSI SIS. In this paper
present a simultaneous analysis of data from several diffe
collisions, with emphasis on the similarity of the collidin
system in order to study the behavior of parameters a
function of center-of-mass energy within one framewo
Hence, we have focused our attention on central Au-Au c
lisions at beam momenta of 1.7A GeV/c ~SIS! @3#,
11.6A GeV/c ~AGS! @4#, and on central Pb-Pb collisions a
158A GeV/c ~SPS! @5#. As far as the choice of data~and,
consequently, colliding system! is concerned, our leading
rule is the availability of full phase space integrated mu
plicity measurements because a pure statistical-ther
model analysis of particle yields, without any considerat
of dynamical effects,may apply only in this case@6#. Such
data, however, exist only in a few cases and whenever le
0556-2813/2001/64~2!/024901~9!/$20.00 64 0249
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mate we have extrapolated spectra measured in a lim
rapidity window to full phase space. The use of extrapo
tions is more correct than using data over limited intervals
rapidity, especially in the framework of a purely statistica
thermal analysis without a dynamical model. Moreover,
usual requirement of zero strangeness (S50) demands fully
integrated multiplicities because strangeness does not ne
vanish in a limited region of phase space.

A point of considerable interest in heavy ion collisions
the enhanced production of strange quarks peru, d quark
with respect to elementary collisions @7# like

e1e2, pp, pp̄. This could be related to properties of th
system at the parton level prior to hadronization@1,5,7,8#. In
order to further study strangeness production and enha
ment at low energy, we also present a new analysis of Si
collisions at 14.6A GeV ~AGS! using only multiplicities ob-
tained from fully integrated phase space distributions. T
also allows us to cross-check results of previous analy
@9,10,13# performed using limited rapidity interval data. I
particular, we have included the 4p pion multiplicity @11#
and results presented in@12#. In order to assess the consi
tency of the results obtained, we have performed
statistical-thermal model analysis by using two complet
independent numerical algorithms whose outcomes tur
out to be in close agreement throughout.

Similar analyses have been recently made by other
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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F. BECATTINI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 024901
thors ~see, e.g.,@13,14#!; however, both the model and th
data set used differ in several important details, such as
assumption of full or partial equilibrium for some quark fl
vors, the number of included resonances, the treatmen
resonance widths, the inclusion or not of excluded volu
corrections, the treatment of flow, corrections due to limi
rapidity windows, etc. Because of these differences, it is
ficult to trace the origin of discrepancies between differ
results. We hope that the present analysis, covering a w
range of beam energies using a consistent treatment,
make it easier to appreciate the energy dependence o
various parameters such as temperature and chemical p
tial.

II. DATA SET AND MODEL DESCRIPTION

As emphasized in the Introduction, in the present analy
we use the most recent available data, concentrating on
integrated particle yields and discarding data that have b
obtained in limited kinematic windows. The only exceptio
to this rule are theL̄/L and p̄/K2 ratios in Si-Au collisions
@12,15# which were not available in full phase space. It h
been decided to keep them as they are the only avail
recent measurements involving antibaryons.

We have derived integrated multiplicities ofp1, L, and
proton in Au-Au collisions at AGS by extrapolating pub
lished rapidity distributions@16–18# with constrained midra-
pidity value (yNN51.6). For proton andL we have fitted the
data to Gaussian distributions, while forp1 we have used a
symmetric flat distribution at midrapidity with Gaussia
shaped wings on each side; the point at which the Gaus
wing and the plateau connect is a free parameter of the
The fits yielded very goodx2/NDF: 0.27, 1.24, and 1.00 fo
p1, proton, andL, respectively. The integrated multiplic
ties have been taken as the area under the fitted distribu
between the minimalymin and maximalymax values of rapidi-
ties for the reactionsNN→pNN, NN→LK for pions and
L ’s, respectively; the difference between these areas and
total area has been taken as an additional systematic e
The area betweenymin andymax amounts to practically 100%
of the total area for pions and about 95% forL ’s. Reference
@17# quotes an additional experimental systematic error
10% on L multiplicity that we have added in quadratur
Hence we obtain

^p1&5133.769.93,

^L&520.3461.3661.2362.03, ~2.1!

where the first error is the fit error, the second is the syst
atic error due to the variation of integration region, and
third is the experimental systematic error. As to protons,
extracted rapidity interval corresponding to the reactionNN
→NN is only 79% of the total Gaussian area. The differen
between the two areas is too large to be considered a
additional error; thus, in order to reduce the uncertainty,
have decided to take the ratiop/p1 extracted in the above
rapidity interval rather than the proton multiplicity itsel
This yields
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^p/p1&51.23460.126, ~2.2!

where the error includes both the fit error and an error ste
ming from a 10% systematic uncertainty quoted in Ref.@18#.

We have not included data on deuteron production
cause of the possible inclusion of fragments in the measu
yields. This is particularly dangerous at low~SIS! energies
where inclusion or not of deuterons modifies thermodynam
quantities likee/n @19#.

The data analysis has been performed within an ideal h
ron gas grand-canonical framework for Pb-Pb at SPS
Au-Au at AGS whereas for Au-Au at SIS and Si-Au at AG
we have required the exact conservation of strangenes
stead of using a strangeness chemical potential~see the dis-
cussion later in the text!; in both cases we have used
supplementary strange quark fugacitygs. In the grand-
canonical approach, the overall average multiplicities of h
rons and hadronic resonances are determined by an inte
over a statistical distribution:

^ni&5~2Ji11!
V

~2p!3E d3p
1

gs
2si exp@~Ei2m•qi !/T#61

,

~2.3!

whereqi is a three-dimensional vector with electric charg
baryon number, and strangeness of hadroni as components
m is the vector of relevant chemical potentials,Ji is the spin
of hadroni, andsi is the number of valence strange quarks
it; the 1 sign in the denominator is relevant for fermions, t
2 for bosons. This formula holds in the case of many d
ferent statistical-thermal systems~i.e., clusters or fireballs!
having a common temperature andgs but different arbitrary
momenta, provided that the probability of realizing a giv
distribution of quantum numbers among them follows a s
tistical rule @7,20#. In this caseV must be understood as th
sum of all cluster volumes measured in their own rest fram
Furthermore, since both volume and participant nucle
may fluctuate on an event-by-event basis,V and m ~and
maybeT) in Eq. ~2.3! should be considered as average qu
tities @7#.

The overall abundance of a hadron of typei to be com-
pared with experimental data is determined by the sum
Eq. ~2.3! and the contribution from decays of heavier ha
rons and resonances:

ni5ni
primary1(

j
Br~ j→ i !nj , ~2.4!

where the branching ratios Br(j→ i ) have been taken from
the 1998 issue of the Particle Data Table@21#.

It must be stressed that the unstable hadrons contribu
to the sum in Eq.~2.4! may differ according to the particula
experimental definition. This is a major point in the analy
procedure because quoted experimental multiplicities ma
may not include contributions from weak decays of hypero
and KS

0 . We have included all weak decay products in o
computed multiplicities except in Pb-Pb collisions on t
basis of relevant statements in Ref.@22# and about antiproton
production in Refs.@15,23#. It must be noted that switching
1-2
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TABLE I. Summary of fit results. Free fit parameters are quoted along with resulting minimumx2’s and
ls parameters.

Analysis A Analysis B Average
Au-Au 1.7A GeV

T ~MeV! 49.661.062.2 49.761.162.3 49.662.5
mB ~MeV! 810615612 818615612 813623
gs 1 ~fixed! 1 ~fixed! 1 ~fixed!

V(fm3) 1437 ~fixed! 1437 ~fixed! 1437 ~fixed!

x2/NDF 14.9/2 15.1/2
ls 0.005060.0034 0.005860.0036 0.005460.0035

Au-Au 11.6A GeV

T ~MeV! 121.263.963.0 121.264.9
mB ~MeV! 55961569 559.4616
gs 0.69760.08060.043 0.69760.091
VT3exp(20.7 GeV/T) 2.0160.2360.14 2.0160.27

x2/NDF 2.25/2
ls 0.4360.10 0.4360.10

Si-Au 14.6A GeV

T ~MeV! 133.163.961.4 138.064.560.3 135.464.3
mB ~MeV! 592634613 57363060.8 581632
gs 0.84360.09560.067 0.84760.06160.069 0.84560.101
VT3exp(20.7 GeV/T) 0.52660.09060.081 0.54560.07960.12 0.53460.130
x2/NDF 14.3/4 11.6/4
ls 0.7460.2 0.7260.12 0.7260.14

Pb-Pb 158A GeV

T ~MeV! 159.562.561.5 156.062.462.6 158.163.2
mB ~MeV! 23861363 23961265 238613
gs 0.76060.03560.028 0.86260.03660.061 0.78960.052
VT3exp(20.7 GeV/T) 20.961.562.0 19.761.062.9 21.762.6
x2/NDF 14.4/6 22.6/6
ls 0.44460.026 0.45060.024 0.44760.025
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this assumption in Au-Au at SIS and AGS does not aff
significantly the resulting fit parameters whereas it does
Si-Au.

The overall multiplicities of hadrons depend on seve
unknown parameters@see Eq.~2.3!# which are determined by
a fit to the data. The free parameters in the fit areT, V, gs,
andmB ~the baryon chemical potential! whereasmS andmQ ,
i.e., the strangeness and electric chemical potentials, are
termined by using the constraint of overall vanishi
strangeness and forcing the ratio between net electric ch
and net baryon numberQ/B to be equal to the ratio betwee
participant protons and nucleons. The latter is assumed t
Z/A of the colliding nucleus in Au-Au and Pb-Pb while
has been calculated to be 0.43 for central Si-Au collisions
means of a geometrical model.

As we have mentioned before, for SIS Au-Au and AG
Si-Au data we have required the exact conservation
strangeness instead of using a strangeness chemical p
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tial. This gives rise to slightly more complex calculation
@24# which are necessary owing to either very small stran
particle production~Au-Au! or a relatively small system siz
~Si-Au!. The difference between the strangeness-canon
and pure grand-canonical calculations of multiplicities ofK
and L for the final set of thermal parameters~see Table I!
turns out to be around 2%–3% forK andL in Si-Au but it is
as large as a factor 15 in Au-Au at 1.7A GeV/c.

Owing to few available data points in SIS Au-Au coll
sions, we have not fitted the volumeV or thegs therein. The
volume has been assumed to be 4pr 3/3 wherer 57 fm ~ap-
proximately the radius of a Au nucleus! while gs has been se
to 1, the expected value for a completely equilibrated had
gas. Since we have performed a strangeness-canonical c
lation here, the yield ratios involving strange particles are
independent of the chosen volume value as in the gra
canonical framework. Thus, in this particular case,V is
meant to be the volume within which strangeness is c
1-3
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F. BECATTINI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 024901
served~i.e., vanishing! and not the global volume definin
overall particle multiplicities as in Eq.~2.3!. Also, in order to
test the dependence of this assumption on our results
have repeated the fit by varyingV by a factor of 2 and 0.5 in
turn.

The yields of resonances have been calculated by integ
ing Eq. ~2.3! times a relativistic Breit-Wigner distribution
over an interval@m2dml ,m1dmu#, where dml5min@m
2mthreshold,2G# anddmu52G. The minimum massmthreshold
is required to open all decay modes@37# The relativistic
Breit-Wigner distribution has been renormalized within t
integration interval. The nonvanishing width of resonanc
plays a major role especially at low energies~e.g., SIS!; for
instance, theD(1232) resonance creates pions more eff
tively than in the case of a vanishing width.

We have not used proper volume corrections in a van
Waals type fashion which have been considered previo
@25#.

A major problem in Eq.~2.4! is where to stop the sum
mation over hadronic states. Indeed, as mass increases
knowledge of the hadronic spectrum becomes less accu
starting from'1.7 GeV many states are possibly missin
masses and widths are not well determined and so are
branching ratios. For this reason, it is unavoidable tha
cutoff on hadronic states be introduced in Eq.~2.4!. If the
calculations are sensitive to the value of this cutoff, then
reliability of the results is questionable. We have perform
all our calculations with two cutoffs, one at 1.8 GeV~in
analysis algorithm A! and the other one at 2.4 GeV~in analy-
sis algorithm B!. The contribution of missing heavy reso
nances is expected to be very important for temperatu
>200 MeV, making thermal models inherently unreliab
above this temperature.

III. RESULTS

As mentioned in the Introduction, we have performed t
analyses~A and B! by using completely independent alg
rithms. In analysis A all light-flavored resonances up to
GeV have been included. The production of neutral hadr
with a fraction f of ss̄ content has been suppressed by
factor of (12 f )1 f gs

2 . In analysis B the mass cutoff ha
been pushed to 2.4 GeV and neutral hadrons with a frac
f of ss̄ content have been suppressed by a factorgs

2 f . Both
algorithms use masses, widths, and branching ratios of
rons taken from the 1998 issue of Particle Data Table@21#.
However, it must be noted that differences between the
analyses exist in dealing with poorly known heavy resona
parameters, such as assumed central values of mass
width, where the Particle Data Table itself gives only a rou
estimate. Moreover, the two analyses differ by the treatm
of mass windows within which the relativistic Breit-Wigne
distribution is integrated.

The results of thex2 fits are shown in Tables I and II fo
both analyses A and B. The agreement is indeed very g
and confirms the reliability of the results obtained. Thex2

minimization in Au-Au collisions at AGS in analysis B di
not converge to a reliable minimum; however, thex2 com-
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puted in analysis B by fixing the values of the parameters
the ones obtained in analysis A is approximately as large
in analysis A itself, thus confirming the good agreement
tween the two calculations.

We have investigated in detail the lack of convergence
analysis B in Au-Au collisions. The main reason for the fr
gility of the fit is the absence of measured antibaryon yiel
which are very effective in fixing the baryon-chemical p
tential, in the main set of full phase space data. That shor
brings about a shallowness ofx2 minima in four dimensions
and, consequently, a difficult convergence in both analys
Notwithstanding, in analysis A the absolute minimum turn
out to be deep enough, whereas in analysis B the con
gence to a sufficiently nearby point was spoiled and
minimum drifted toT'150 MeV with a nearly flat descen
from the minimum found in A. This indicated a possib
model dependence of the fit outcome. In order to check
result in analysis A and make it robust we have repeated
fits in Au-Au collisions at AGS by using an additional me
surement ofp̄/p @23# ratio in the limited phase space regio
1.0,y,2.2 around midrapidity. The use of a ratio of pa
ticles measured by the same experiment under the same
ditions reduces the involved systematic errors due to slig
different centrality definitions~with respect to the other dat
set! and other possible sources. However, the actual rati
full phase space might be different owing to different shap
of p̄ andp rapidity distribution and this effect has been tak
into account by conservatively assigning a 20% additio
systematic error. The fit results are shown in Table III; t
two analyses are in very good agreement and, on top of t
the results for analysis A are in excellent agreement w
those in Table I obtained without usingp̄/p ratio, thus con-
firming the good quality of the calculation.

For each analysis an estimate of systematic errors o
parameters have been obtained by repeating the fit~i! assum-
ing vanishing widths for all resonances,~ii ! varying the mass
cutoff to 1.7 GeV in analysis A and to 1.8 GeV in analysis
and ~iii ! for Au-Au at 1.7A GeV/c, the volumeV has been
varied toV/2 and to 2V ~see discussion in Sec. II!.

The differences between the new fit parameters and
main parameters have been conservatively taken as unc
lated systematic errors to be added in quadrature for e
variation ~see Table I!. The effect of errors on masse
widths, and branching ratios of inserted hadrons has b
studied in analysis A according to the procedure describe
Ref. @7# and found to be negligible.

Finally, the results of the two analyses have been av
aged according to a method suggested in Ref.@30#, well
suited for strongly correlated measurements. First, a sim
no-correlation weighted average has been calculated as
central value of each parameter. Second, the error on it
been estimated by conservatively assuming that the resu
and B are fully correlated, i.e., with a covariance matrix

C5S s1 s1s2

s1s2 s2
D , ~3.1!

yielding an error
1-4
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TABLE II. Comparison between fitted and measured particle multiplicities and ratios. In Au-Au c
sions at AGS we also quote our prediction~including weak decay products! along with a measurement in

limited kinematic range (1.0<y<2.2), whose error is only statistical, which sets a lower limit forp̄ multi-
plicity.

Reference Measurement Analysis A Analysis B
Au-Au 1.7A GeV

p1/p @26# 0.05260.013 0.05306 0.05306
K1/p1 @26# 0.00360.00075 0.003040 0.003030
p2/p1 @26# 2.0560.51 2.0371 2.007
h/p0 @26# 0.01860.007 0.00109 0.000851

Au-Au 11.6A GeV

Participants @27# 363610 363.0
K1 @27# 23.762.9 20.23
K2 @27# 3.7660.47 4.038
p1 @16# 133.769.9 133.3
L @17# 20.3462.74 21.54
p/p1 @18# 1.23460.126 1.295

p̄ @23# .0.018560.0018 0.0363

Si-Au 14.6A GeV

Participants @28# 115610 99.41 94.33
p1 @28# 3363 34.79 36.92
p2/p1 @28# 1.0960.13 1.296 1.196
K1/p1 @12# 0.1860.02 0.1564 0.1590
K2/p2 @12# 0.03460.004 0.02715 0.02767

p̄/K2 @15# 0.01860.0034 0.01672 0.01706

L̄/L @12# 0.00360.0015 0.00217 0.00301

f @12# 0.0960.04 0.1725 0.1345

Pb-Pb 158A GeV

(p11p2)/2. @22# 600630 581.9 568.0
K1 @22# 95610 96.42 99.05
K2 @22# 5065 56.53 60.96
KS

0 @22# 60612 75.39 79.34
p @22# 140612 144.9 144.9

p̄ @22# 1061.7 8.242 7.707

f @29# 7.661.1 7.185 5.852
J2 @29# 4.4260.31 3.895 4.110

J2̄ @29# 0.7460.04 0.766 0.765

L̄/L @22# 0.260.04 0.1033 0.098
se
tic

or

ge

of
s25

1

s1
2

1
1

s2
2

1
2

s1s2

S 1

s1
2

1
1

s2
2D 2 . ~3.2!

The correlation between analyses A and B clearly ari
from the use of the same set of hadronic data and theore
model.
02490
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In Table I we also list the values of the Wroblewski fact
ls @31# measuring the number of newly createdprimary va-
lencess̄pairs in comparison to the newly created nonstran
primary valence quark pairs

ls5
2^ss̄&

^uū&1^dd̄&
~3.3!

along with fit and systematic errors. Thess̄ and light quark
pairs are computed on the basis of primary multiplicities
1-5
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TABLE III. Top: fit results for Au-Au collisions with the measured ratiop̄/p; its systematic error has
been conservatively estimated to be 20%. Bottom: fit results for Pb-Pb collisions with the exclus
f, J ’s, and both.

Au-Au 11.6A GeV
Analysis A Analysis B Measurement

T ~MeV! 121.264.661.7 130.665.563.9
mB ~MeV! 55861269 594626630
gs 0.70160.06860.072 0.88360.12460.207
VT3exp(20.7 GeV/T) 2.0260.1960.36 1.6560.2260.66
x2/NDF 2.70/3 1.06/3
ls 0.4460.11 0.7260.30
Participants 363.0 364.1 363610
K1 20.23 21.37 23.762.9
K2 4.038 3.950 3.7660.47
p1 133.3 130.5 133.769.9
L 21.54 21.40 20.3462.74
p/p1 1.295 1.237 1.23460.126

p̄/p 2.12531024 2.51631024 (2.5060.2560.50)31024

Pb-Pb 158A GeV - analysis A
Without f Without J ’s Without f andJ ’s

T ~MeV! 159.962.6 168.767.1 165.666.5
mB ~MeV! 237613 222615 21869
gs 0.75360.036 0.71060.051 0.66460.064
VT3exp(20.7 GeV/T) 22.861.2 23.861.3 24.461.3
x2/NDF 14.0/5 5.5/4 4.5/3
f 7.092 6.829 6.053
J2 3.849 3.616 3.154

J̄1 0.7637 0.9749 0.8028

Pb-Pb 158A GeV, analysis B
Without f Without J ’s Without f andJ ’s

T ~MeV! 158.262.7 167.166.3 158.565.2
mB ~MeV! 232612 227613 208614
gs 0.80660.040 0.86260.043 0.65860.067
VT3exp(20.7 GeV/T) 20.961.1 20.261.1 22.961.3
x2/NDF 15.9/5 14.6/4 6.3/3
f 4.784 6.293 2.328
J2 3.867 4.397 2.661

J̄1 0.7594 1.151 0.5916
T
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all hadron species, i.e., before particle decays take place.
behavior oflsas a function of collision type and center-o
mass energy is shown in Fig. 1 including elementary a
S-S, S-Ag collisions. Values for S-S, S-Ag an
e1e2, pp, pp̄ collisions have been taken from Ref.@7#.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

From the results obtained, it emerges that a statisti
thermal description of multiplicities in a wide range of hea
ion collisions is indeed possible to a satisfactory degree
accuracy, for beam momenta ranging from 1.7A GeV/c to
02490
he

d

l-

f

158A GeV/c per nucleon. Furthermore, the fitted param
eters show a remarkably smooth and consistent depend
as a function of the center-of-mass energy. The fit quality
generally good with the exception of Au-Au collisions
1.7A GeV/c where the largex2 is due to an underestimatio
of one ratioh/p0 ~see Table II!.

The temperature varies considerably between the low
and the highest beam energy, namely, between 50 MeV
SIS and 160 MeV at SPS. Similarly, the baryon chemi
potential changes appreciably, decreasing from about
MeV at SIS to about 240 MeV at SPS. However, since
changes in temperature and chemical potential are oppo
1-6
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the resulting energy per particle shows little variation a
remains practically constant at about 1 GeV per particle;
is shown in Fig. 2.

The supplementarygs factor, measuring the deviatio
from a completely equilibrated hadron gas, is around 0.7–
at all energies where it has been considered a free fit pa
eter. At the presently found level of accuracy, a fully equ

FIG. 1. Ratio of strange quark pairs to created nonstrange q
pairs ~Wroblewski factor! as a function of nucleon-nucleon cente

of-mass energy. Values for S-S, S-Ag, ande1e2,pp,pp̄ collisions
have been taken from Ref.@7#.

FIG. 2. Fitted temperatures and baryon-chemical potentials p
ted along with curves of constant energy per hadron.
02490
d
is

.8
m-

brated hadron gas~i.e., gs51) cannot be ruled out in al
examined collisions except in Pb-Pb, wheregs deviates from
1 by more than 4s. This result does not agree with a rece
similar analysis of Pb-Pb data@13# imposing a full strange-
ness equilibrium. The main reason of this discrepancy is
be found in the different data set used; while in Ref.@13#
measurements in different limited rapidity intervals ha
been collected, we have used only particle yields extra
lated to full phase space. The temperature values that
have found essentially agree with previous analyses
Au-Au collisions @26# and Si-Au collisions@10,13,32# and
estimates in Au-Au collision at 11.7A GeV/c @33#.

TheT value in Pb-Pb is significantly affected by the mu
tiplicity value of the heaviest particles measured, namelyf
and J, as they are almost entirely directly produced a
provide a major lever arm on the slope of production ver
mass function. A recent 40% lowering of theJ2 yield mea-
sured by NA49@29# with respect to a previous measureme
@34# results in a decrease of estimated temperature v
from about 180 MeV to the actual 160 MeV. However, t
removal of these two particles from the data set yields fit
parameter values which are in fair agreement with the m
fit, as shown in Table III. In particular, it is worth remarkin
that this exclusion does not bring significant change togs
whose outcome is very sensitive to particles with multip
strange quark content and this confirms again the robust
of the main fit.

In order to further investigate strangeness production
Pb-Pb we have performed a consistency test between
fitted parameters, based on NA49 measurements, and
multiplicities of multistrange hadrons measured by the
periment WA97 in central Pb-Pb collisions in a rapidity wi
dow 60.5 around midrapidity@35#. By fixing T, gs, and
mB to the averaged values in Table I and adjusting the v
ume ~i.e., an overall normalization!, we obtain ax2/NDF

528.9/6. CalculatedL,L̄ multiplicities ~see Table IV! do
not include a residual feeding fromJ decays in the experi-
ment, estimated to be,5%,,10%, respectively@36#. The
high value of thex2 indicates that the statistical-therm
analysis is not able to reproduce data in a limited phase sp
region and in full phase space at the same time without
sorting to a more detailed dynamical model. In particular,

rk

t-

TABLE IV. Comparison between predicted particle multiplic
ties in central Pb-Pb collisions by using fittedT, mB , and gs

quoted in the rightmost column of Table I and those measured
WA97. The normalization volume has been adjusted to minimiz
x2 which turned out to be 28.9.

Calculated Measured

h2 207.9 178622
KS

0 23.66 21.962.4
L 15.58 13.760.9

L̄ 1.543 1.860.2

J2 1.251 1.560.1

J̄1 0.2354 0.3760.06

V1V̄ 0.1662 0.4160.08
1-7
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parameters determined by the fit to NA49 data underestim
the yields ofJ andV baryons.

The parametergs as a function of center-of-mass ener
in heavy ion collision~including S-S and S-Ag@7#! is shown
in Fig. 3. Again, the values for S-S, S-Ag, an
e1e2, pp, pp̄ collisions have been taken from Ref.@7#. As
can be seen from Fig. 3,gs is fairly constant; however, given
the large error bars, it is quite difficult to exclude differe
behaviors. Also the behavior of thels factor ~see Fig. 1! as a
function of energy~provided that there is little dependenc
on system size at fixedAs, as the approximate equality o
lsin S-S and S-Ag confirms!, is still unclear due to large
experimental uncertainties. The line shape is either com
ible with a monotonically increasing curve, saturating atls
.0.45, or with a curve having a maximum around Si-A
collisions, then decreasing and settling at an asympt
.0.45 value or maybe decreasing further to the characte
tic value of elementary collisions@37#.

Forthcoming lower-energy Pb-Pb and high-energy Au-
data at RHIC should allow a clarification of the behavior
strangeness production in heavy ion collisions. In order
easily compare our results with new measurements f
RHIC experiments we also show in Fig. 4 the values

FIG. 3. Strangeness suppression factorgs as a function of
nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass energy. Values for S-S, S-Ag,

e1e2,pp,pp̄ collisions have been taken from Ref.@7#.
.
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various particle-antiparticle ratios as a function ofp̄/p ratio
for different values of the temperature (T5160, 165, and
170 MeV! and a fixed value of the charge to baryon ratio
0.401. RHIC results, however, will only be available for ve
limited kinematical region, while this kind of thermal mod
approach is largely tied to full phase space ratios~see the
Introduction!.
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FIG. 4. Particle-antiparticle and negative to charged hadr

ratios as a function of thep̄/p ratio for different temperatures and
fixed ratio of charge over baryon numberQ/B, 0.401, andgs51.

The p̄/p variation is governed by the variation of the baryo
chemical potential. The dependence of these ratios ongs, within
the expected range, is found to be negligible.
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